The Institute for Infectious Diseases and Infection Control (IIMK) invites applications
for the position

PhD student (m/f/d) in bioinformatics on corona

(reference number: DM13/2021)

initially limited to 3 years, with option to extend

Your Tasks:

We offer:

Interested in unravelling the mechanisms of hostpathogen interactions by machine learning and
bioinformatics?

» a graduate position for performing a PhD in
» cooperation with the MERCK company and other
interesting national and international collaboration
partners
» research team of three postdocs, three phd students,
varying under-graduates and the group leader
» > Developing teaching skills by training under graduates
» > Group workshops and outings
» » Remuneration according to the collective TV-L (65%)
» » Free basic and advanced training including time off
» » Individual career planning
» » Health and fitness offers
» » Help with the search for accommodation

Scope: We are analyzing the life cycle of several
infection causing pathogens inside host cells and
particularly corona viruses comprising entry,
replication and release. For the corona virus topic,
together with partners in Frankfurt and Heidelberg, we
are performing knockdown screens on virus infected
human host cells. We use machine learning, gene
regulatory network analyses of imaging, sequencing
and other omics data. We aim to identify host
dependency factors i.e. proteins in the human host
cell which are essential for the pathogens, but are not
for the cell. Inhibiting such proteins yield a protection
effect leading to drug identification. Promising
predictions will be validated experimentally by our
collaboration partners.

Requirements:
» an interest in systematically detecting functional
patterns in high dimensional data and gene
networks
» a degree in bioinformatics, biology or biology or
related subjects, or applied computer science
» a machine learning or modeling background would
be good, but is not necessary

Your contact:

group leader
Prof. Rainer König
Rainer.koenig@med.uni-jena.de or
Dr Marcus Oswald
Marcus.oswald@med.uni-jena.de

Apply online
until 28.05.2021
via our job portal
www.uniklinikumjena.de/Karriere
or by e-mail to
bewerbung@med.uni-jena.de

